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The Defense Repair Information Logistics System (DRILS) is a specialized Web-based application that collects, stores, and
retrieves Air Force depot and field maintenance data. A Web browser is all that is needed to operate DRILS from any
<.gov> or <.mil> Internet address to “carpe data” or, seize the data. One of the main goals of DRILS is to benefit
those who enter the data. DRILS accomplishes this by providing streamlined and automated data entry that reduces maintenance documentation time while improving the data integrity. DRILS also provides historical analysis and other decision
support tools that can be immediately used by the supervisor or technician.

S

upply chain managers (SCMs) work to
continuously reduce the cost of sustaining their weapon systems through
product and process improvements. The
main cost-drivers must be prioritized to
tackle the highest cost problems first, as
not all problems can be solved simultaneously. To do that, the SCM must baseline
the current repair activities using actual
maintenance data collected at the point of
maintenance by the repair technicians. The
common repair technician complaint is
that current U.S. Air Force legacy systems
are too difficult to use for both inputting
and retrieving data, and therefore, technicians do not regularly use them.
An F-16 SCM realized that he needed
dependable and complete repair data to
make and implement sound sustainable
decisions. Manual data collection using
spreadsheets started in a couple of avionFigure 1: Repair Parts Consumption

ics repair shops to quantify known problems. This effort grew to a Microsoft
Access database that was updated every
four months. The repair technicians and
shop management found the Microsoft
Access database useful and wanted a realtime system that provided instant feedback.
A Web-based database was initiated
using rapid prototyping, focusing on the
technician inputting the repair data at the
depot and in the field. Tracking the items
being repaired by serial number, the
warfighter in the field has visibility into the
depot repair activities on those items and
vice versa.
The remainder of this article will detail
the challenges and how the Defense
Repair Information Logistics System
(DRILS) team meets or is planning to
meet these challenges.
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Supply Chain Management
Challenges

The Air Force SCMs are currently in
need of a single dependable source of
depot repair data. This became evident
when the F-16 SCM at Ogden Air
Logistics Center initiated the F-16
Flexible Sustainment program, otherwise
known as Falcon Flex. This system is
designed to analyze and attack high
repair-cost drivers and determine the
root causes of failures. These analyses are
then used to drive performance-based
acquisitions for hardware, software, and
test equipment.
The SCM sought out part repair history like that shown in Figure 1 in order
to feed the Falcon Flex analyses. Figure 1
is an example of DRILS parts consumption in a part number family sorted on
the most replaced part. Various legacy
data systems were queried to extract
enough detailed repair data to perform an
accurate analysis. The results of this very
labor-intensive process were less than
desirable, and the authenticity of the
depot data that was available was suspect.
Individuals in SCM organizations typically work around this issue by developing
personal knowledge bases that are stored
only in the brains and spreadsheets of
program managers, item managers, material managers, engineers, etc.
Further research led the SCM to the
shop floor to research technicians’ personal log books and any other source of
repair data at the depot repair facilities.
Manually documented maintenance
actions were also found on the work control documents used by the technicians,
but were only saved for one year. Data
were entered into the legacy system if the
technician was willing and the system was
available. However, data were difficult to
enter and to retrieve using the user interfaces.
For example, it is well known that
each technician will document the same
maintenance action in different ways
October 2003
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(e.g., R/R A2, R2 A2, Replaced A2, etc.).
The SCM hired contractor labor to independently harvest these data and store
them first in spreadsheets, then in a
Microsoft Access database. These data
were then scrubbed to group all similar
maintenance actions together using a
consistent notation and published quarterly to the SCM. This database was the
precursor to the Web-based DRILS
application.
Currently, DRILS data are being used
by the F-16 SCM’s Falcon Flex program
to find high cost-drivers such as the
Expanded
Programmable
Display
Generator. The F-16 SCM has achieved
$43 million in cost avoidance as of
January 2003 and a projected $822 million in cost avoidance through 2020.

Depot Maintenance Data

Challenges to supply chain management’s
ability to reduce total ownership costs are
largely caused by the lack of dependable
repair data, which is largely driven by a
general distrust of the current legacy
maintenance data systems. Antiquated
user interfaces increase repair costs by
requiring more time to input and retrieve
data.
Another challenge is that depot repair
facilities are inundated with many different computer systems performing similar
functions that do not often interface with
each other. This often results in shopfloor technicians being required to log
into multiple applications with multiple
user identifications and passwords. These
applications often require duplicate data
entry and cause frustration and errors
between systems. Also, the designs of
these systems often do not match the
business process of the repair facilities,
thus requiring the technicians to adapt
their processes to the system.
In one example, the system software
prohibited the technician from performing work on multiple items simultaneously. This forced the technician into a less
efficient mode of serial production in
order to accommodate the required software. The technician sees data entry time
as impeding his or her primary goal, which
is to produce serviceable units. What the
depot technician really needs and wants is
a flexible, single-user interface to quickly
and easily enter all data documentation
about the repaired unit.
Several initiatives by Air Force leadership to deploy obsolete information technology requiring extensive manual data
entry with no additional worker compensation have died quick deaths. Thus, maintenance data documentation is regarded as
October 2003

Figure 2: Placing a Serial Number End Item in Work
an expense that can be easily eliminated
from depot repair costs. However, by
declining to fund maintenance documentation as the repairs are being performed,
SCMs are setting themselves up for a larger expense later when a study must be
contracted to determine why the repair
facility is having problems with certain
parts. It is the old pay now or pay later lesson
with the latter needlessly expending many
more times the cost of continuous maintenance data documentation.
We live in a data-rich environment, yet
we are information poor. Today’s warfighting requirements are far different
than they were 20 years ago when legacy
data systems were initially designed and
deployed. The fiscal year 1996-2001
“Defense Planning Guidance” states the
following:
In order to support increasing
functional requirements for information while implementing overall
reductions in the budget, the
Department must accelerate the
pace at which it selects and deploys
migration systems, identifies standard data, and conducts business
process re-engineering across all
functions. [1]

DRILS provides a Web-based, streamlined, user-friendly maintenance data documentation application for technicians at
the point of maintenance. An example of
how a technician can place an item into
work is shown in Figure 2. By using the
computer mouse to point and click, the part
number family is selected from the “Units
Currently in Shop” screen, which displays
all the items currently inducted into the
shop. The technician then selects the serial number of the selected end item and it
is automatically placed into work thus initiating the in-work time clock, which
tracks the labor time expended on that
particular serial number.
DRILS also facilitates the collection
and reporting of serialized maintenance
data to Air Force worldwide data consumers for decision support thus filling a
gap in legacy systems. An example of
repair history for a serially tracked Line
Replaceable Unit (LRU) is shown in
Figure 3 (see page 18).
Specifically, DRILS provides much
needed information and decision support
both at the point of maintenance and in
the SCM’s organization. The technician at
the point of maintenance is the only
source that we have of obtaining this
data.
www.stsc.hill.af.mil
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Figure 3: Repair History of a Serial Numbered LRU
Both shop technicians and managers
can use the Shop Status features as
demonstrated in Figure 4.

available to both the fighter wing intermediate shop and depot personnel. The
warfighter version is being used currently
by the 388th and 419th Fighter Wings.

Warfighter Support

Today’s warfighter does not have ready
access to serialized depot repair data that
could be used to diagnose faults in fielded weapon systems. The only option is to
test the failed parts and then send them to
the depot when they cannot be fixed
locally. Once the parts are sent to the
depot, the warfighter loses visibility of
them and never receives feedback about
the field diagnosis. This potentially results
in wasted resources and an inability to
investigate problems with training or
equipment. The fighter wing’s intermediate shops attempt to solve this problem
by keeping detailed logs or local databases for trend analysis and bad actor identification.
To directly support the warfighter in
the field, DRILS provides a fighter wing
version of DRILS (using the same Web
server as the depot version) as shown in
Figure 5. Fighter wing intermediate shops
can track items sent to the depot, and
depot technicians can view the repair
activities performed on the serialized item
in the field. The entire repair history is
Figure 4: Shop Status
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Legacy System
Modernization

The military continues to attempt information system modernization with an
emphasis on integrating commercial offthe-shelf (COTS) enterprise inventory
and resource-scheduling products that
promise shorter development and deployment time while improving supportability.
However, the method in which the military performs and documents maintenance is quite different from anything
currently in the commercial market. Thus,
there are no readily available COTS solutions that can be employed without
requiring massive changes to military
maintenance documentation policy or to
the COTS product.
Each previous attempt has failed
because of the lack of focus to provide
benefits to the technician. Each has
attempted to swallow the elephant whole and
provide a standardized, enterprise-wide
solution where one size fits all yet the product satisfies no one. The repair activities
vary from shop to shop, base to base, and

between military services.
The length of time it takes to develop
this type of solution is counter-productive to the overall military mission. A
development life cycle from concept to
enterprise deployment historically has
taken 10 years or more, ensuring that the
systems are obsolete when they are
deployed. Potential users are required to
forecast requirements 10 years out and
compete their requirements with other
enterprise users. The military cannot wait
10 or more years for new big-bang information technology solutions. It is also not
practical to discard many years and dollars
invested in current legacy information
systems when they can still be utilized.
Current legacy systems that house
maintenance data such as the Enterprise
Data Warehouse perform a very valid
function. Their primary mission is to provide the capacity and processing power to
store terabytes of maintenance and other
data collected from worldwide sources.
Their secondary mission is to provide
weapon systems and enterprise-level decision tools to data consumers. However,
their breadth and scope of mission do
not allow them to be very responsive to
point-of-maintenance changes and technology advances.

DRILS Software Prototyping
Process

As can be seen by the previous discussion, there are many challenges to collecting, storing, retrieving, and using maintenance data. To solve these challenges,
DRILS used rapid joint application prototyping and evolutionary development
techniques to elicit user interface requirements from shop-floor users and data
consumers. The purpose of using this
methodology was to field initial capabilities and quick refinements to all users
faster than using traditional software
engineering approaches.
The DRILS development team was
able to learn and implement the users’
likes, dislikes, and their processes, earning
their trust early in the prototyping phase.
The development team solicited requirements from users over several iterations
of the software. Past mistakes such as
developing a system without user involvement and dumping it on them, were avoided. The results of this prototyping are
being used to complete a software
requirements specification defining what
is currently thought to be close to a mature
application.
DRILS uses Macromedia’s Cold
Fusion MX as the front end while storing
and retrieving data using Oracle. A WebOctober 2003
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based application was selected so that
only the server software would need to be
updated in one physical location. Since
most people are familiar with Web-based
applications and Web browsers, training
time is focused on the work processes
and maintenance data collection.
During user development and testing,
defects were collected and the appropriate developer notified automatically by
Cold Fusion as users exposed them.
Defects that were discovered during testing prior to release were also collected
and measured. The average time to fix a
minor defect was about one hour.

Future DRILS Enhancements

Future development and expansion into a
more widely used product will be done
with tighter process controls. A configuration control board will also be organized to evaluate and prioritize new and
changed requirements as well as major
defect fixes to form block releases for
implementation
and
deployment.
Releases will be coordinated to occur as
often as feasible depending on the number, size, and complexity of the changes.
The Software Engineering Institute’s
Team Software ProcessSM (TSPSM) will be
used to plan and track block upgrades and
user-requested changes, and expansion to
other organizations. Closer tracking of
TSP software development metrics during future development phases and testing will provide more accurate estimates
and on-time deliveries of more robust
DRILS application releases.
Support costs are a concern of many
users as DRILS is expanded into more
shops. Computer-based training, online
help, frequently-asked-question pages,
DRILS usability feedback, and experimentation with training techniques are all
being considered to help reduce the overall support costs without sacrificing data
integrity and completeness.

Lessons Learned

The following are just a few of the lessons learned so far:
• You must work directly with customers to understand and implement
their processes. Design and implement applications to actually help
users satisfy the what’s in it for me yearning.
• Rapid prototyping works well to
determine exactly what works and
how well. Interface screens were
developed overnight to incorporate the
SM

Team Software Process and TSP are service marks of
Carnegie Mellon University.
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Figure 5: Fighter Wing (Warfighter) View of DRILS

•

•
•
•

process owners’ ideas and improvements.
When a prototype works, most people
think of it as production quality and
want all the documentation that a software product normally contains.
DRILS software documentation was
delayed in order to focus on core
functionality and easy-to-use interfaces.
Design applications so that they can
be easily modified to conform to
process improvements.
Solve current problems while architecting to include future requirements.
Data must be captured at the point of
maintenance and not estimated or
sampled.

Future Activities

Future activities include the following:
• Expand to 20th Fighter Wing
Component Maintenance Squadron
shop at Shaw Air Force Base.
• Participate in the U.S. Air Force serial
number tracking effort.
• Continue to expand in Ogden-Air
Logistics Center/avionics repair
shops, Tobyhanna Army Depot, and
Support Center Pacific.
• Expand to Ogden-Air Logistics
Center airborne generator shop.
• Interface with Inventory Tracking
System, Material Planning System,
Core
Automated
Maintenance
System, and Integrated Maintenance
Data System.

•

Participate in the Shop Service Center
process improvement effort.

Conclusion

The warfighter, depot repair facility, and
SCM all need dependable part consumption and serialized repair history data.
They need an agile, easy-to-use, maintenance data documentation solution that
will facilitate and not hinder the collection
of dependable serialized repair data at the
point of maintenance.
Repair technicians both in the field
and at the depot need a solution that aids
rather than impedes their daily tasks. The
solution should be beneficial to the repair
technicians and the organizations that
need to access the data.
The SCM needs dependable part consumption data to accurately forecast
future part needs as well as identify those
areas where efforts are likely to provide
the greatest return on investment. DRILS
fulfills these needs and is a key enabler for
future supply chain process and product
improvements. DRILS is a governmentowned maintenance documentation system that is being developed by Total
Quality Systems, Inc. For more information about DRILS, please contact the
authors.◆
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